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ABSTRACT

The description of measurement system microdensitometer Joyce-Loebl,

computer IBM-PC interface are given in the report. This system givs the

possibility to save and processing of autoradiograms quantity data.

STRESZCZENIE

W raporcie opisano sprzęg systemu pomiarowego: mikrodensytometr

Joyce-Loebl, komputer IBM-PC. System ten pozwala zapisywać i przetwarzać

dane dla ilościowej autoradiografii.

АННОТАЦИЯ

В статье представлено описание интерфейса измерительной системы

микроденситометр Joyce-Loebl, компютер IBM-PC. Эту систему можна применять

для записи и обработки даных в количественной авторадиографии.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The radionuc1 ides present in an examined sample emit radiation

causing, in turn, blackening of the autoradiographic film emulsion. This

is, generally speaking, the principle of obtaining autoradiograms. It is

possible to evaluate local concentration of any given radionuclide by

measuring changes of optical density of the image. This can be performed

using a microdensitometer. Number of data obtained as photometric readouts

and their connection with other parameters accompanying the process of

obtaining an autoradiogram calls for efficient numeric data processing

method. Considerable work has been devoted throughout recent years to

development of automatic procedure of photometry and computerized data

processing.

In the presented measuring system, a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer

performs the photometering job by measuring optical density of

autoradiograms. The microdensitometer is an instrument featuring high

measurement accuracy, excellent consistency of the results, adjustment

flexibility, wide range of optical density that can be measured and linear

presentation of the optical density values at its output. It is possible to

make the most of this versatile instrument by combining its capabilities

with computation power of an IBM-PC compatible.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE OPTICAL DENSITY MEASUREMENT

The Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer performs its measurements in

transmitted light. One source of light in the instrument produces two

beams: a working beam passing through a specimen, and a reference beam

passing through a standard in the form of an optical grey wedge. Both beams

are interchangeably blocked by. a shutter and cast on the photomultiplier

cathode. Switching between the two beams is necessary from the viewpoint of

the measurement principle, since the light intensity of both beams must be

measured and compared [1]. At the photomultiplier output a voltage signal

is generated. The signal being proportional to the given beam intensity is

then transmitted to a differential amplifier. The error signal resulting

from the beam intensity difference controls a servo-amplifier system which,



in turn, moves the optical wedge until its density makes the intensity of

the two beams appear identical. After differentiation, the signal controls

another servo-amplifier moving the specimen table. Thus the speed of

optical analysis of a sample is inversely proportional to its optical

density gradient. In other words, the higher the gradient, the slower does

the specimen table move, allowing for greater accuracy.

The microdensitometer has two tables:

- the specimen table on which the object of the test is placed;

- the recording table being a visible output of the measured optical

density values.

The output recording is performed by means of a pen mechanically

coupled with the optical wedge whose movements make the pen move likewise.

Changing the optical wedges allows to change the maximum range of optical

densities that still can be recorded. Also the measurement accuracy changes

accordingly. The servo-amplifier's engine is coupled by means of a gear

transmission with the recording table. The connection between two tables is

via a double-arm lever of adjustable arm ratio. Such a construction permits

to obtain different linear magnification of the recording, since a move of

the specimen table causes a rescaled move of the recording table.

3. THE MEASURING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As a factory default, the microdensitometer performs analog recording

of the optical density changes along any selected direction within the

tested specimen. In order to enable automatic data collection in digital

form, two rotary-angular converters have been mounted. Their role is to

change the mechanical rotation of the cylinder into a series of impulses

also taking into account its rotation direction. The converters are

mechanically coupled; one with the recording table, the other with the

optical wedge of the instrument. The first converter generates an impulse

every 0.1 mm of the table travel. The mechanical transmission ratio of the

recording table in relation to the specimen table is such as to permit

recording of a minimum travel distance as short as 0.5 urn. Table 1 shows

the specimen table movement distances for different transmission ratios at

the recording table position shift of 0.1 mm.
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Table 1. Sample table position shift for different transmission ratios

Transmission ratio

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

5

7.5

10

20

50

100

200

Position shift

[mm]

0.1

0.05

0.02

0.01333

0.01

0.005

0.002

0.001

0.0005

During the optical density measurement the results are registered in

the computer's memory every 0.1 mm travel of the recording table. Then all

the data are verified before further processing is done.

Only those measurements are selected for further processing where the

minimum distance is greater or equal to the analyzing slit width.

Appropriate recalculation of the number of experimental points is done by

the system controlling software.

The rotary-angular converter coupled with the optical wedge generates its

impulse every 0.211 mm of the wedge travel distance. Sensitivity of the

optical density measurement depends on the wedge applied. Values of the

Table 2. Magnitude of the optical density change per single scale interval

of the rotary-angular converter

Optical wedge symbol value
and density range

A

В

С

D

F

J

0.38

0.499

0.93

1.62

2.34

3.17

Optical density per
single scale interval

of the converter [D/dz]

0.000445

0.0005

0.0011

0.0019

0.002

0.0037
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optical density changes corresponding to the minimum graduation indicated

by the converter are shown in the Table 2. The 'D' symbol appearing in the

Table refers to an arbitrary unit of the optical density and it denominates

a 10-fold attenuation of the primary beam intensity after its transmission

through a specimen.

Indications of both converters are recorded by Electronic Digital

Indicators (EDI) separately for the table and wedge movements. The

schematic diagram shown in the Fig. 1 illustrates the main blocks of the

measuring system.

4. THE INTERFACE

In order to achieve greater flexibility the interface construction has

been designed as modular. The whole unit consists of three parts:

- automation board placed inside the microdensitomete,-;

- controller No 2 as a separate module;

- 8255 type I/O card for the IBM-PC with the data transmission systems.

The automation board basically plays two roles; it switches the

automatic data acquisition systems and enables, by means of external

signals, remote control of the specimen table operation mode. Because of

relatively slow mechanical components moving the tables and low alternating

voltage of the control signals it was considered most adequate to use

relay-based control systems. The relay system has been designed so that it

is possible to manually control the microdensitometer's operations while

the automatic mode is turned off. Size of the automation board has been so

adjusted as to make it fit the microdensitometer panel. Two Eltra 871/881

plugs marked WT1 (DB15) and WT2 (DB9) in the Fig.2 connect the board with

other elements of the control system. The WT1 plug connects the board with

the specimen table mode selector (manufacturerinstalled) while the WT2 plug

provides connection with No 2 controller.

An important part of the interface responsible for automatic optical

density measurement are two relays marked PR5 and PR6. They can be switched

on from the instrument's control panel. The PR6 relay contacts connect

slides of the SW5 switch with the PR5 relay contacts. The latter are

connected in a circuit together with the specimen table limit switches and
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the recording device break switch. Such a system has been adopted in order

to assure full control over the table movement in automatic mode: it cannot

exceed the measuring range determined by the limit switches. One of the PR5

relay contacts activates PR3 and PR4 relays of the remote control circuit.

As soon as the manual mode has been selected it is possible to turn off the

PR5 and PR6 relays using a switch on the instrument panel.

Three operating modes of the microdensitometer are accessible:

- working movement of the table forward;

- table movement arrest;

- table return to the initial position.

During the working movement of the table measurement of the optical density

is being carried out.

The PR4 relay is used for external control of the specimen table movement

in the start-stop node. The PR3 and PR4 relays controlled by external

signals follow the SW5 switch functions. The PR3, after closing its coil

powering circuit with the apparatus frame, stimulates backward movement of

both tables. The PR1 and PR2 relays connected into the same powering

circuit play auxiliary roles. The PR1 via a pair of contacts closes

powering terminals of the relay coils short to ground. This is very

important for the "table return" operation since it is now possible to

initiate it by sending a short external impulse; the whole operation

lasting several sc "ids. One pair of the PR2 contacts blocks the pen

movements in order to prevent its rapid oscillations, as during the table

return the differential control of the recording table movement is

disabled. Another pair of contacts sends a signal confirming stimulation of

the table return to the driver 2.

The part of the interface shown in the diagram marked PC-JL Control 2

Fig. 3 contains the following operation blocks:

- systems of reception, counting and display of the optical wedge position

parameters;

- relay control system within the No 1 controller;

- systems for the data and signal transmission to/from 8255 card.

For the automation purposes electronic digital indicators type EWC 3

manufactured by the ZŻUJ Polon were used. They ensure appropriate power

supply to the revolution-impulse converters, detect the rotation direction

and perform the impulse count check. Suitably adjusted outputs of those
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indicators are connected to the part of the interface marked Control 2 and

transmit the following signals:

- after the direction detector, from EDI Y indicator connected with the

optical wedge master converter;

- input to the first decade of the indicator with the EDI In the X-axis

(recording table) for recording of the wedge position within the counter

buffers and blocking the Indicator's count function during the table

return.

The angular-impulse converter's counting system coupled with the

microdensitoaeter's grey wedge adjusts the data transmission signal to the

TTL level. The signal Is then sent to the reverse counters which perform

forward or backward counting depending on the direction signal from the EDI

Y. Since the counting frequency varies between 0 and approx. 870 impulses

it is fully sufficient to have three decades in series in the counting

system. At each counter's output is a buffer register activated by impulses

from the converter coupled with the recording table. The impulses are sent

every 0.1 mm of the table movement. At each buffer output is a display

showing the current wedge position in EDI units and also a connection with

a data transmission bus sending information from the controller 2 to the

82S5 card. The saae bus is also responsible for transmitting the

Information on the microdensitometer's operation status and sending

Instructions of the table stop or reverse.

Besides the eleaents mentioned also two monoflops are Important

components of the controller 2. One of them is used for shaping the EDI X

impulses before they are sent to the 82S5 card, the other, when proapted by

the controller 1 signal, halts the Interface operation and arrests the

table movement. Apart froa those, there are also executive transistors

controlling the PR3 and PR* relays.

The input/output card 82S5 is a manufacturer's expansion card for

IBh-PC compatibles for which an additional board has been designed and

constructed. The board contains systems enabling communication with bus

transmitters and receivers. They are adjusted to suit the transmitters and

receivers installed in the controller 2.

When the program is run a message In the upper left corner of the

monitor informs the user that the measuring system initialization should

now be performed by selecting suitable mode of the 82S5 I/O card.
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Initialization software forces both 8255 circuits on the card into mode 0
(21. As a result of this action, A and В ports of the 8255 circuits are set
as Inputs for data transmission from the revolution- 1«pulse converter
connected with the grey wedge of the Instrument. Separate bits of the port
С in the 8255 circuit are used for control of the table operation «odes.
The 0 bit controls the table reverse if its logical value is 1. Logical
values of '0' and ' 1' of the bit 1 toggle the table movement OFF/ON,
respectively. Bit 5 of the same port Indicates whether an impulse from the
recording table controlling converter has been sent. Such an impulse is
sent every 0.1 mm of the table movement. As soon as the program detects an
impulse being sent the contents of A and В ports are rewritten to an array
containing the optical density values. Those contents are updated earlier
by the controller 2 unit after a signal from the same converter. Such a
procedure ensures all the data recorded after each 0.1 mm step of the table
to be written in the array.

S. THE MEASURING SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The software developed to control the Joyce-Loebl IBM-PC measuring
system comprises the following procedures:

- operation mode control of the instrument's tables;
- data acquisition and storage;
- setting the parameters for processing of the measurement results;
- procedures for processing the data from measurements of the optical
density of autoradiograms.

The program is menu-driven. The menu shows all the user selectable
options and the pull-down menu system shows also the subsequent options
arising during the program execution. The menus display actions that can or
must be performed by the user. The selected option is highlighted by the
inverse video attribute. Options can be selected using the cursor arrows
or pressing the key corresponding to the highlighted character of an
available menu item.
The main menu contains the following options:

- initialization of the measuring system;
- parameter setup for measurement data processing;
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- data acquisition and storage;

- data readout, processing, plotting and printing;

- emergency procedure activated in case of faulty data acquisition;

- program exit.

The Fig. 4 shows the main menu as seen on a monitor.

Esc Quit prg Exit menu

Mai n Menu
Initialization required

System initialization
Parameter setup
Measurement data
Data manipulation
System Crash
E::it PROGRAM

Linear magnification 7.5
Written in array 2400 data

Wedge selected В 0.0052 D/mm

Fig.4. Main menu

Beside the option menu, the screen contains Information on the necessary

user's activities and the values of the current signification ratio and

currently selected grey wedge. The upper right corner of the screen

displays the messages informing the user of necessity to undertake certain

actions in order to ensure correct program run and the measuring system

functioning. After the program has been run, the first aessage reminds that

the system Initialization is to be performed. After one-way movement of the

specimen table a message signals the system request to perform the reverse

movement of the table to its initial position. The system Initialization

must be done each time on the program startup to set the 0 operation mode

for both 8255 circuits and to force the table arrest.

The Parameter Setup option allows to load the values preset in the

Instrument into the program. These values are later used for the

measurement data processing. Selecting this option pulls down the submenu

shown in Fig.5- The items of that submenu allow to Input new values of the
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Esc Ек 11 menu

Menu 1

Linear magnif icat ion
Wedge s e l e c t i o n
End s l i t c a l c u l a t i o n
Determination o+ analyzing s l i t

Fig.5. Submenu parameters setup

linear magnification and the optical wedge type. These values constitute a
set of predefined constants and are listed in Figs. 6 and 7. All the user
has to do is to hit the key corresponding to the highlighted character in
the item name to be selected. The submenu window closes and the
immediately higher level menu is activated.

Esc E>t i t menu

Menu 2

Data acquisition
Pri ntout
Print on scrsen
Plot along s i n g l e l i n e
Table return

Fig.6. Submenu measurement data

Esc E:: i t menu

Menu 3

Retrieve data
Plot along 1 line
Save data to disk
User's Menu

Fig.7. Submenu data manipulation

To facilitate the operator's job the menu gives the possibility to

select a procedure calculating the microdensitometer's end slit width

depending on the analyzing slit width required for a given autoradiogram.
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The latter can be adjusted according to the magnitude of the analyzed

objects, emulsion grain size etc. Reverse procedure, ie. determination of

the analyzing slit width is also possible and can be accomplished by

selecting the Analyzing Slit Determination from the menu.

The submenu called Measurement data (Fig. 8) comprises options

connected with acquisition and processing of the data sent to the screen or

printer. The Data Acquisition option can be selected only when the program

Menu 1.1

A
В
С
D
E
F
e
H
i

Magni f icata on
Magnification
Magnification
Magni fication
Magni f i cation
Magnif i cation
Magm f i cat i on
Magnifi cat i on
Magm f i cat ion

1: 1
2: 1
5:1
7.5:
lOi 1
2O: 1
50:1
100:
2O0:

1

1
1

Fig.8. List of linear magnifications

does not request reverse table movement to the initial position. After

selecting this option the user is prompted to input the preselected values

of the end slit width and height as well as the anticipated number of

measuring points. The program suggests data acquisition over full line

which means recording of 2400 measuring points. This option can be

overridden manually, the maximum number declared cannot exceed 2418. Should

an attempt of input ing a higher number be made the program displays an

error message and asks for a number within the permissible range. The input

data number is verified after completing a measurement by determination of

a single measurement step such as corresponds to the distance between two

adjacent measurement points equal to or greater than the analyzing slit

width multiplied by the linear magnification ratio. The step so calculated

allows to reject the data which are not significant for further processing.

Acquisition done, the operator can select the data recording in EDI units

or the optical density units. The data can be saved on disk. If this option

is selected the program will display the list of all files having the

extension .AUT existing in the default directory. This helps the operator

to create a new file and to give it a name not coinciding with any existing
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filename. It is possible to add a short (10 characters) comment while

storing the data on disk. The data is saved on disk together with some

important parameters, such as number of data, end slit width and height,

type of the wedge used, the calculated measurement step.

Other options of the same submenu allow io obtain a printout of the

recorded data. The program asks for the range to be printed. The range can

be selected by giving the start and end index in the data array. The output

stream can be the screen or the printer what is also selectable as an

option. Fig. 9 shows an exemplary data printout.

Menu 1.2

A
В
С
D
F
J

660
77О
В 1
930
886
384

ma::.
max.

value 0.
value 0.

129 ma:-:, value
max
ma::
max

.value 1

.value 2

.value 3

38
93
0.
.62
.34
.17

D sensitivity
D sensitivity
499 D sensitiv
D sensitivity
D sensitivity
D sensitivity

0.0021
О.ОО52
.0.0027
0.009
0.013
0.0176

D/mm
D/mm
D/mm

D/mm
D/mm
D/mm

Fig.9. Part of optical density table of samples

The Table Return option enables the reverse table movement to its

initial position after the acquisition has been completed.

The Data Manipulation submenu (Fig.10) allows to select Retrieve, Graph,

Storage and further processing of data previously collected or saved in a

disk file.

Esc E>: i t menu

Menu 3.1

Subtraction o-f a constant
Mean o-f a range
Di-f-fusion pro-file correction

Fig.10. List of optical wedges

By selecting the Retrieve option the user views the list of all files

with the extension. AUT in the default directory. To read a file it is

sufficient to select its name. The measurement parameters are automatically

retrieved and stored in the corresponding variables displayed in the main
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menu. This provides the necessary information update for the user who is

constantly being informed of such important parameters as the number

of measurement points, wedge type, linear magnification ratio.

The plot of the optical density changes can easily be obtained. It

is possible to have the whole analyzed segment plotted or a part of It

only. (Figs. 12, 13 and 14). The rectangle In the Fig.12 determines the

borders of enlarged part of the diagram.

The User's Menu (Fig.11) Is an option containing a list of procedures

allowing to solve detailed tasks connected, for instance, with quantitative

]4C diffusion profile ;n steel
Number of dat»: 2400 Wedge const: 0.0052 Linear inagn: ?.b

1 "- 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10
1) 0.0143 0.0163 (.1.0163 0.0185 0.0218 0.027? O.0305 0.0S23 0

11) 0.0131 0.0152 0.0152 0.0142 0.017-1 O.Oł.") O.0152 0.0120 0
21 > О.О272 O.C/196 0 . 0 1 4 2 O. t
31) 0.0163 0.0142 0.0131 O.O
41) 0.0174 0.0196 0.0185 0 .
51) O.O250 0.O2Ó1 0.023.: М.
&1) 0.0216 0.O218 0.0Г30 0.
71) O.O2B3 0.0294 0.0381 0.
Б1) O.U240 O.iC4O u.0294 '.>.

0.M1B5 0.01B5 0.0185 0.0142
:>131 0.0174 U.0152 0.0152 0.0135 '
:>207 O.0261 0.022* 0.0174 O.0174 С
>2 96 0.0196 0.0218 0.0261 0.035V О

:a 0.0294
L>392 O.UTBl

. 1.C40 O.0240 0.0261 С

.0207 О.ОО76

.0131 0.0240

.0131 0.0142

.0207 0.0174

.O21S 0.0250

.0327 0.0218

.0250 0.0250
).0261 0.0250 0.0229 0.0240 0.02ВЗ

:>327 0.02S3 п.0272 О.О261 О.чЗЗВ 0.0261 0.0196
91) О.1Л43 О.О174 0.0229 0.ОГ-27 0.0436 0.0305 0.0272 0.0425 0.0566 0.0697

101) 0.О741 O.OBV3 0.0926 и.0926 О.1О35 0.0980 O.OS49 О.О926 O.1013 О.0937
111) 0.0860 0.0664 0.0773 0.1427 0.1743 0.1612 О.1568 0.0937 0.0523 0.0664
121) 0.0937 0.0958 0.0Э82 0.1666 0.1492 0.1089 0.1220 0.1002 0.0893 0.0904
131) 0.0904 0.0926 0.0871 0.0649 0.0958 0.0980 0.1001' 0.1209 0.1274 0.1024

Fig. П. User's menu

interpretation of autoradiograms. The option develops its own «tenu

comprising the following items: mean value of a given range, subtraction of

a constant from a range of data, correction of the C14 diffusion profiles

in steel.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The designed and constructed interface for the Joyce-Loebl IBM-PC

measuring system has passed its test for accuracy and speed of analysis.

The measurements are carried out about 20V. faster than using a traditional

method of analog recording of the optical density changes. The data stored

on disk can be processed many tines. Variable number of measuring points
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14C diffusion profile in steel
в.679575

m Ш
Fig.13. Graph as in Fig. 12 with another x-axis scale



14C diffusion profile in steel
0.679575

m 1829
Fig.14. Part of graph in Fig.12



makes it possible to enlarge parts of a diagram, what is particularly

important at the stage of the result interpretation. Modular structure

of the computer program allows to add in procedures completing tasks set by

different users and their requirements. The program cannot replace the

operator in the microdensitometer handling but makes the whole activity

easier by its systematic approach to the problems of the optical density

measurements.
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